
16. NAME: CARL CLARK
Citizenship: UK
Year Torture/Abuse Began:
Email: misecretservice@hotmail.co.uk

DEAR SIR/MADAM

I SUPPORT THE WORLDWIDE CAMPAIGN AGAINST TORTURE AND ABUSE USING
DIRECTED ENERGY AND NEUROLOGICAL WEAPONS

Had major neuro attack, apache chopper with targeting array 2500 metres from house
for three hour period, long range tanks allowed it to be up so long, I have been making
a lot of waves and the military and cia don’t like it, been very ill since attack burning
pains cramps hard to focus, let you know  the outcome.

I have been abused, I was a targeter for mind control techniques, on individuals who
had got on the wrong side of either British or U.S intelligence. I am now using my
knowledge to help.
……I am fine they have tried everything, I can’t be hurt any more than they have done,
I have come through everything they have thrown at me, when they pick on one of
their own they should expect a good fight which they got. I have cops working with
me and ex sp forces guys who are not happy with what’s going on and why so i am in
a very good position compared to many of your victims. I have been giving advice and
we have been targeting the targeters, we have been compiling a database of who’s
who in the game as we call it, its surprising where a lot of this is leading to! major
companies, media and military and last but not least security services, we are working
with some enterprising hackers, and using a programme called "BACKTRACK". This
programme is tracking the watchers and leading us higher up the ladder, soon we will
have a picture of everyone in the loop names addresses phone numbers and the
complete picture of false firms deep cover operatives and just about all the personnel
in the game.

I will soon have something that can bring down the guys running the show, I am the
bait I just need a bite and they will be hooked with no way of getting out, all their
research programmes using voluntary and involuntary, subjects, will be made public
including where the involuntary subjects are, being obtained, or in other words
kidnapped from, many of those on the lists are classed as, missing, several have
signed up from prisons but a lot are coming from psychiatric institutions the
institutions getting paid by the research labs for the guinea pigs, got a lot of classified
stuff I have just been given to go through will update you when completed.

I DEMAND AN INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATION INTO THESE CRIMES AND
HUGE VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS!

Sincerely
CARL CLARK
MAIL:41 Ripon way, Thetford, Norfolk, IP241DF, England UK
TEL: 01842763844


